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Summary
This report and grades represent our assessment of the quality of the areas of
performance which were examined during this inspection.

Grades for this care service may change after this inspection following other
regulatory activity. For example, if we have to take enforcement action to make the
service improve, or if we investigate and agree with a complaint someone makes
about the service.

We gave the service these grades

Quality of Care and Support 5 Very Good

Quality of Environment 5 Very Good

Quality of Staffing 5 Very Good

Quality of Management and Leadership 5 Very Good

What the service does well
A very experienced staff team had made every effort to provide children attending
with support and guidance that gave them every opportunity to maximise their
potential. The service was constantly assessing and evaluating practice to identify
improvements.

What the service could do better
The welcome booklet that was in place did not reflect the good practice that was
taking place within the nursery. By developing and upgrading this booklet may reflect
the quality of care and support that is provided.

What the service has done since the last inspection
Communication with parents has been encouraged and developed over the last few
years. Parents spoken to were delighted with the way in which they had opportunities
to view practice first hand.

Conclusion
Very good communication with parents and carers along with an experienced and
motivated staff group was in place. Children attending were provided with very good
opportunities and experiences.
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Consideration should be given to reviewing and updating the welcome booklet.

Who did this inspection
John MacLennan
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1 About the service we inspected
The Care Inspectorate regulates care services in Scotland. Information about all care
services is available on our website at www.careinspectorate.com

The service was registered with the Care Inspectorate on 1 April 2011 and before that
with the Care Commission. The service is registered to care for up to 24 children at
any one time. On the day of the inspection time was spent at both the morning and
afternoon sessions.

Requirements and recommendations

If we are concerned about some aspect of a service, or think it could do more to
improve, we may make a recommendation or requirement.

- A recommendation is a statement that sets out actions the care service provider
should take to improve or develop the quality of the service, but where failure to do
so will not directly result in enforcement. Recommendations are based on the
National Care Standards, relevant codes of practice and recognised good practice.

- A requirement is a statement which sets out what is required of a care service to
comply with the Public Services Reform (Scotland) Act 2010 and Regulations or Orders
made under the Act or a condition of registration. Where there are breaches of
Regulations, Orders or Conditions, a requirement must be made. Requirements are
legally enforceable at the discretion of the Care Inspectorate.

Crown Primary School Nursery is located within a purpose-built extension in the
grounds of the primary school.

The accommodation provides a welcoming, pleasant environment. The nursery
playroom leads directly onto a secure play area where children have opportunities to
play with a selection of outdoor resources, climb in the wooden tree house and take
part in planting, growing and exploring in the well laid out garden area.

The service operates from 9:00am to 11:30am and 12:30pm to 3:00pm during term
time. The head teacher has overall responsibility for nursery provision. Day-to-day
responsibility for the nursery is undertaken by the nursery assistant and nursery
auxiliary.

The aims of the nursery are to:
* Provide a safe, supportive and stimulating environment
* To deliver an appropriate, child centred curriculum
* To provide a variety of learning experiences aimed at meeting the needs of each
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child
* To encourage in each child lifestyles, attitudes and beliefs which promote health,
self-awareness and esteem, creativity and confidence
* To involve each child making choices to become independent and successful
learners
* To provide equal opportunities
* To ensure a smooth transition from nursery to primary one
* To provide a welcoming environment
* To encourage meaningful partnerships with parents/carers, the wider community
and nursery staff
* To actively involve parents/carers in the education of their child

Based on the findings of this inspection this service has been awarded the following
grades:

Quality of Care and Support - Grade 5 - Very Good
Quality of Environment - Grade 5 - Very Good
Quality of Staffing - Grade 5 - Very Good
Quality of Management and Leadership - Grade 5 - Very Good

This report and grades represent our assessment of the quality of the areas of
performance which were examined during this inspection.

Grades for this care service may change following other regulatory activity. You can
find the most up-to-date grades for this service by visiting our website
www.careinspectorate.com or by calling us on 0845 600 9527 or visiting one of our
offices.
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2 How we inspected this service

The level of inspection we carried out
In this service we carried out a low intensity inspection. We carry out these
inspections when we are satisfied that services are working hard to provide
consistently high standards of care.

What we did during the inspection
We wrote this report following an unannounced inspection which took place on 25
October 2013. Feedback was given to the staff and manager by Inspector John
MacLennan on 25 October 2013.

The inspector spent 5 hours at the service observing practice and examining records.

The feedback included areas for improvement made as a result of this inspection visit.

As requested by us, the service provider sent us an annual return. The provider also
sent us a completed self assessment form. The provider issued 25 questionnaires to
users of the service and 15 questionnaires were returned directly to the Care
Inspectorate.

In this inspection we gathered evidence from various sources, including the relevant
sections of policies, procedures, records and other documents including:

* Observing of how the service was delivered
* Physical inspection of the room and outside play area
* Supporting evidence from the up to date self assessment
* Annual return
* Examination of records held
* Interview with three members of staff
* Examination of policies and procedures
* Examination of children's folders
* Conversations with all the children
* Mind maps
* Completed questionnaires from parents to the service
* Completed questionnaires from parents to the Care Inspectorate
* Planning sheets
* Evaluation and quality assurance documents
* Notice board
* Team meeting minutes
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* Minutes of meetings with the principal teacher
* Conversations with two principal teachers

Grading the service against quality themes and statements
We inspect and grade elements of care that we call 'quality themes'. For example,
one of the quality themes we might look at is 'Quality of care and support'. Under
each quality theme are 'quality statements' which describe what a service should be
doing well for that theme. We grade how the service performs against the quality
themes and statements.

Details of what we found are in Section 3: The inspection

Inspection Focus Areas (IFAs)
In any year we may decide on specific aspects of care to focus on during our
inspections. These are extra checks we make on top of all the normal ones we make
during inspection. We do this to gather information about the quality of these aspects
of care on a national basis. Where we have examined an inspection focus area we will
clearly identify it under the relevant quality statement.

Fire safety issues
We do not regulate fire safety. Local fire and rescue services are responsible for
checking services. However, where significant fire safety issues become apparent, we
will alert the relevant fire and rescue services so they may consider what action to
take. You can find out more about care services' responsibilities for fire safety at
www.firelawscotland.org
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The annual return
Every year all care services must complete an 'annual return' form to make sure the
information we hold is up to date. We also use annual returns to decide how we will
inspect the service.
Annual Return Received: Yes - Electronic

Comments on Self Assessment
Every year all care services must complete a 'self assessment' form telling us how
their service is performing. We check to make sure this assessment is accurate.
The service submitted a self assessment when requested.

Taking the views of people using the care service into account
All the children attending the service were spoken to on the day of inspection. The
children were very keen to enter the room meet the staff and interact with the games
and activities.

They were very relaxed in the presence of staff and there was lots of fun and laughter
during both sessions.

Children were able to make choices: during free play, what they had for snack and
what activity they took part in when playing outside.

The children looked to staff for support and guidance which was appropriately given.
Children gave the impression that they thoroughly enjoyed their time at the service
and this impression was supported by their parents.

Parents also confirmed that their children did not require any encouragement to
attend nursery sessions and in most cases they would attend for longer periods if
available.

Taking carers' views into account
'My little boy has now been at Crown Nursery for one year and will have another year
to go. I have nothing but praise for Crown Nursery. Everyday we are greeted by warm
and friendly staff. There is an abundance of interests and activities for the children.
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The staff are deeply involved in the children's developments and are always available
to answer any questions you may have in regard to your child. The teachers in the
nursery are dedicated to their tasks. Which are clearly shown in the nurseries layout,
wonderful and colourful place for the children to be? My little boy is eager to go to
Crown Nursery every day.'

'Excellent staff at Crown Nursery. Fantastic communication and a positive learning
environment. My son can't wait to go there every morning.'

'The service is catering well to the needs and requirements of the children. More
involvement with the school shall lead to child's future development.'

'This is my fourth child to go through Crown Nursery and I am, as I have always been,
very happy with the school set up and staff. I cannot fault the whole nursery at all
and I am grateful for all their support over the years for each of my children.'
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3 The inspection
We looked at how the service performs against the following quality themes and
statements. Here are the details of what we found.

Quality Theme 1: Quality of Care and Support
Grade awarded for this theme: 5 - Very Good

Statement 1
We ensure that service users and carers participate in assessing and improving the
quality of the care and support provided by the service.

Service strengths
We found that the Nursery had encouraged children and parents to take an active
part in how the service was delivered. They were consulted on all aspects of care and
support.

We concluded this after taking the following into consideration:

* Returned questionnaires from parents to the Care Inspectorate
* Returned questionnaires from parents to the service
* Welcome booklet
* Annual return
* Self assessment
* Observation of practice
* Children's folders
* Policies and procedures
* Conversation with children
* Staff team meeting minutes
* Planning sheets
* Mind maps
* Minutes of meetings with principle teachers

Ten parents spoken to at this inspection were very positive about how the service was
delivered. They confirmed that they were able to visit the service and speak to staff
before registering their children for care. This also gave children an opportunity to
meet with staff. Parents all agreed that they were warmly welcomed to the service
each day and that their children looked forward to spending a couple of hours each
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day at the nursery.

Parents were provided with a welcome booklet which outlined a typical day at the
nursery along with an abbreviated version of the service's policies and procedures.
Written information encouraged parents to take an active role within the nursery by:
attending meetings, volunteering to support children and staff on outings, joining the
parent council, completing questionnaires or offering personal skills or knowledge to a
group of children.

A notice board within the entrance hall informed parents of: the curriculum for
excellence (C for E) and what snacks were being offered for that week. Planning
sheets informed parents of themes and activities for that week and what visitors were
due to visit such as the dental hygienist. The school and nursery had an informative
web sight which was available to parents and extended family of children attending.

A newsletter was circulated on a regular basis and this newsletter informed parents
of past, present and future events. A number of languages were spoken by children
and the service had formed a partnership with specialist language teachers to assist
the children in expressing themselves.

The children were encouraged to make choices during snack time, free play and what
pieces of art work they wished to add to their folder. Observation of practice
confirmed that children's views were being considered at all times and that they were
encouraged to request, consider and question throughout the session.

Games and equipment were accessible to children and all boxes and cupboards had
written descriptions along with symbols to inform children of contents.

Areas for improvement
The nursery booklet did not reflect what was happening within the nursery. A review
and updating of this booklet would be helpful to parents. When providing written
materials for parents the service should use 'Plain English' and avoid institutional
language. Updating the website to reflect the nursery booklet.

Grade awarded for this statement: 5 - Very Good

Number of requirements: 0

Number of recommendations: 0

Statement 3
We ensure that service users' health and wellbeing needs are met.

Service strengths
We found that the service had very good systems in place to support the health and
wellbeing of young people who attended the service.
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We concluded this after:

* Examining returned questionnaires
* Conversations with young people
* Interview with members of staff
* Medication policy and procedure
* Communication sheets
* Children's records
* Observation of practice
* Examination of medical cabinet

'All about me documents' contained information on children's medical and health
needs along with any allergies to foodstuffs or the environment.

The service had a medication policy and procedure in place which informed staff of
how to support children who required medication.

Children's health and wellbeing was promoted by providing healthy snacks and
opportunities for regular exercise both in and out of doors.

An infection control policy and procedure was in place and parents were informed of
the exclusion periods for children who were unwell.

Personal hygiene was promoted and children were observed washing their hands
after toileting and before snacks.

Members of staff had attended training on child protection, first aid and food
preparation. Good practice when preparing and providing snacks was being followed
on the day of inspection.

Very good links had been established with the local health visitor and speech &
language therapists.

Areas for improvement
Protocols for children who were prescribed medication were in place. This medication
was stored out of reach of children. The protocols in place should be reviewed and
review dates for Pro-re-Nata (PRN) medication should be put in place. Protocols
should include symptoms, when and how to administer doses, side effects, when to
call parents and or emergency services if relevant. Best practice would include
protocols being countersigned by the child's consultant or General Practitioner.
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Grade awarded for this statement: 5 - Very Good

Number of requirements: 0

Number of recommendations: 0
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Quality Theme 2: Quality of Environment

Grade awarded for this theme: 5 - Very Good

Statement 1
We ensure that service users and carers participate in assessing and improving the
quality of the environment within the service.

Service strengths
We found that the service had encouraged children and parents to comment on the
environment.

We concluded this after:

* Examining returned questionnaires
* Conversations with children
* Annual return
* Self assessment
* Observation
* Minutes of staff meetings
* Risk assessments
* Records

Parents had the opportunity of commenting on the environment when speaking
directly to members of staff or the manager.

Parents could also:

* Complete questionnaires
* Join the parent council
* Lodge a complaint

See 1.1 for further supporting evidence.

Areas for improvement
The nursery may consider circulating questionnaires by Email or survey monkey to
encourage further feedback.
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Grade awarded for this statement: 5 - Very Good

Number of requirements: 0

Number of recommendations: 0

Statement 2
We make sure that the environment is safe and service users are protected.

Service strengths
We found that the environment was safe and that young people were protected.

We concluded this after:

* Examining returned questionnaires
* Interviewing members of staff
* Annual return
* Self assessment
* Records and risk assessments
* Inspection of the room and outside play area
* Conversations with staff and children
* Policies and procedures

The service had carried out risk assessments for the nursery rooms and outside play
area and these assessments were reviewed and updated on an annual basis.

Furniture and fittings within the nursery were age appropriate and in a good state of
repair. Entrance to the nursery was by a locked door system and all visitors/workmen
were vetted by staff before being allowed entry.

Hot water in the bathroom was thermostatically controlled and daily fridge
temperatures had been taken and recorded.

Any maintenance issues were recorded and submitted for action. Monitoring of this
was carried out by the manager of the service.

Medication was stored out with the reach of children and play equipment was
checked by staff when in use. All broken or damaged games and toys were removed
or replaced.

Parents were happy that their children were cared for in a stimulating and secure
environment.
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Areas for improvement
When completing risk assessments for outings it is suggested that the actual route
taken is included in this document and that the assessment is evaluated and findings
recorded when the trip has been completed.

Grade awarded for this statement: 5 - Very Good

Number of requirements: 0

Number of recommendations: 0
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Quality Theme 3: Quality of Staffing

Grade awarded for this theme: 5 - Very Good

Statement 1
We ensure that service users and carers participate in assessing and improving the
quality of staffing in the service.

Service strengths
We found that the service had encouraged children and parents to comment on
staffing.

We concluded this after:

* Examining returned questionnaires
* Interviews with young people
* Interviews with the members of staff
* Considered returned questionnaires
* Self assessment
* Annual return
* Team meting minutes
* Training records
* Observation of practice
* Welcome booklet
* Conversations with parents
* Returned questionnaires to the Care Inspectorate

Parents had the opportunity of commenting on the quality of staffing when speaking
directly to members of staff or the manager.

Parents could also:

* Complete questionnaires
* Join the parent council
* Lodge a complaint
* Attend stay and play sessions
* Parental evenings

See 1.1 for further supporting evidence.
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Areas for improvement
The nursery could consider circulating questionnaires by Email or survey monkey to
establish the quality of staffing within the nursery.

Grade awarded for this statement: 5 - Very Good

Number of requirements: 0

Number of recommendations: 0

Statement 3
We have a professional, trained and motivated workforce which operates to National
Care Standards, legislation and best practice.

Service strengths
We found that the staff and manager were suitably qualified and competent to care
for children and that they were committed to providing a service that gave children in
their care an opportunity to maximise their potential.

We concluded this after:

* Examining returned questionnaires
* Interviews with staff
* Conversations with parents
* Returned questionnaires from parents
* Self assessment
* Observation of practice
* Children's files
* Policies and procedures
* Training records

Parents spoken to confirmed that they found members of staff professional,
competent and caring. Comments from parents indicated that they found the staff
welcoming, approachable and always willing to discuss individual children's needs
with them. One parent was delighted with the response of all staff when it came to
communication and supporting her child with additional needs.

Training records in place evidenced that members of staff had appropriate
qualifications and that they had attended various training courses that were pertinent
to their roles.

Members of staff discussed practice on a daily basis and planning, management
meetings were held on a weekly basis. The nursery and primary school had an
improvement plan in place and this document was monitored by the manager and
her team.
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All members of staff had the opportunity of attending annual appraisals which were
in place to identify good practice and training needs.

Members of staff worked well as a team, were enthusiastic about supporting the
children's learning and had created a trusting and industrious atmosphere to which
the children had responded.

'I cannot praise or thank the nursery or all staff enough.'

'Very welcoming environment, my child settled with ease which is testament to the
quality of care, the nursery and staff provide. I've been made to feel very included in
all aspects of nursery of life and my child's learning and interests. It has been an
absolute pleasure to be able to 'stay and play' with my child and see what goes on
day-to-day in the nursery. The parental partnership and participation is a high priority
for the nursery and is rolled out very well. Lots of learning opportunities and the
environment is rich in children's contributions, learning and achievements. The
routine is well-balanced, broad and well organised daily access to the garden and
leadership is strong across all aspects, led by the dedication and determination of Mrs
Green and Mrs Bowie.'

Areas for improvement
Continue evaluating personal and team practice to identify and cement best practice.

Grade awarded for this statement: 5 - Very Good

Number of requirements: 0

Number of recommendations: 0
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Quality Theme 4: Quality of Management and Leadership

Grade awarded for this theme: 5 - Very Good

Statement 1
We ensure that service users and carers participate in assessing and improving the
quality of the management and leadership of the service.

Service strengths
We found that the service had involved parents in assessing the quality of
management and leadership.

Parents had the opportunity of commenting on the quality of management and
leadership by:

* Speaking directly with the manager or members of staff
* Attending parental evenings
* Completing questionnaires that had been circulated by the service
* Joining the parent council
* Suggestion box
* Stay and play sessions
* Making a complaint

See 1.1 for further supporting evidence.

Areas for improvement
The nursery may consider circulating questionnaires by Email or survey monkey to
encourage additional feedback from parents on the quality of staffing.

Grade awarded for this statement: 5 - Very Good

Number of requirements: 0

Number of recommendations: 0

Statement 4
We use quality assurance systems and processes which involve service users, carers,
staff and stakeholders to assess the quality of service we provide
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Service strengths
We use quality assurance systems and processes which involve service user's, carers,
staff and stakeholders.

We found that the service had quality assurance systems in place which monitored
and reviewed how the service was delivered. We concluded this after taking the
following into consideration:

* Speaking directly with members of staff
* Complaint process
* Planning sheets
* Evaluation sheets
* Recordings within learning folders
* Discussion with the principle teacher
* Minutes of meetings

Members of staff discussed practice on a daily basis and changes to the nursery room
had taken place after discussions. Planning meetings had taken place on a fortnightly
basis to identify and monitor how the curriculum was delivered.

The principle teacher and nursery staff used 'child at the centre' quality indicators to
evaluate the quality of curriculum delivery.

Feedback from questionnaires was carefully considered and suggestions/requests
were implemented where possible.

Parents were able to comment on how the children were cared for at parent's nights
or when they were invited to the service's 'play and stay' sessions.

A complaints policy and procedure was in place if parents/carers were unable to
resolve any concerns with members of staff or the manager directly.

Areas for improvement
Assisting children to identify learning via stepping stones and development of
learning folders was in its infancy. Further development should occur as the staff
team become more familiar and experienced in working with these formats.

Grade awarded for this statement: 6 - Excellent

Number of requirements: 0

Number of recommendations: 0
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4 Other information

Complaints
No complaints have been upheld, or partially upheld, since the last inspection.

Enforcements
We have taken no enforcement action against this care service since the last
inspection.

Additional Information

Action Plan
Failure to submit an appropriate action plan within the required timescale, including
any agreed extension, where requirements and recommendations have been made,
will result in the Care Inspectorate re-grading a Quality Statement within the Quality
of Management and Leadership Theme (or for childminders, Quality of Staffing
Theme) as unsatisfactory (1). This will result in the Quality Theme being re-graded as
unsatisfactory (1).
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5 Summary of grades

Quality of Care and Support - 5 - Very Good

Statement 1 5 - Very Good

Statement 3 5 - Very Good

Quality of Environment - 5 - Very Good

Statement 1 5 - Very Good

Statement 2 5 - Very Good

Quality of Staffing - 5 - Very Good

Statement 1 5 - Very Good

Statement 3 5 - Very Good

Quality of Management and Leadership - 5 - Very Good

Statement 1 5 - Very Good

Statement 4 6 - Excellent

6 Inspection and grading history

Date Type Gradings

17 Nov 2010 Announced Care and support 6 - Excellent
Environment Not Assessed
Staffing Not Assessed
Management and Leadership Not Assessed

25 Nov 2008 Announced (short
notice)

Care and support 5 - Very Good
Environment 5 - Very Good
Staffing 5 - Very Good
Management and Leadership 5 - Very Good

All inspections and grades before 1 April 2011 are those reported by the former
regulator of care services, the Care Commission.
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To find out more about our inspections and inspection reports
Read our leaflet 'How we inspect'. You can download it from our website or ask us to
send you a copy by telephoning us on 0845 600 9527.

This inspection report is published by the Care Inspectorate. You can get more copies
of this report and others by downloading it from our website:
www.careinspectorate.com or by telephoning 0845 600 9527.

Translations and alternative formats
This inspection report is available in other languages and formats on request.

Telephone: 0845 600 9527
Email: enquiries@careinspectorate.com
Web: www.careinspectorate.com
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